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Background
Cancer patients have limited access to experts and evidence
based treatment plans. Navya is a patented, clinical
informatics system that uses clinical data as input to
exhaustively search and rank applicable Randomized Control
Trials and guidelines to output specific evidence based
treatment options for individual patients. In a retrospective
trial, Navya’s treatment options in breast cancer were
concordant with experts and tumor board decisions at one of
Asia’s largest tertiary care cancer centers. Currently, experts
at the same center use Navya’s clinical data summary and
weigh Navya’s treatment opinions to provide rapid evidence
based expert opinions, online, to breast cancer patients from
15 developing countries in Asia and Africa. We prospectively
study how often experts choose Navya’s options as the expert
opinion for the online service. We assess reproducibility of
Navya for a different population in a developed country by
studying retrospective concordance with tumor board at a
large academic safety net hospital in USA.
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Methods
Protocol specified clinical data
of women with non-metastatic
breast cancer were abstracted
from medical reports. Navya’s
output was classified into
major (neo-adjuvant
chemotherapy vs. upfront
surgery and need for adjuvant
chemotherapy, and radiation
therapy, respectively) and
minor (breast conservation vs.
mastectomy, taxane vs.
non-taxane chemotherapy and
sites of nodal radiation)
decisions. Primary outcome
was concordance between
Navya and experts (I) and
tumor board (II).
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Results
Concordance on Major and Minor decisions between Navya and Experts (I) and Tumor Board (II)

I. Online Expert Opinion - India (161 patients)
Decisions
Concordance

Major
275
100% [99.9%-100%]

Minor
221
100% [99.9%-100%]

II. Tumor Board - USA (145 patients)
Major
450
98% [97.98%-98.01%]

Minor
439
97.26% [97.25%-97.28%]

Enrollment in RCTs, uncommon comorbidities, informed refusal, and experts’ extrapolation of results of RCTs were
the reasons for discordance.

Conclusions
A clinical informatics based expert system in breast cancer was highly concordant with experts and tumor boards in two
large international settings. Developing the system for all cancers has significant potential to scale access to expert
oncologists online and maximize global outcomes in cancer care.
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